New Products
Stream Map USA: There’s a Stream App for That!
If you’ve ever spent time searching the Internet or poring over blue lines on a map to garner details
about a stream, you’ll love the new Stream Map USA app, a GPS app that lets you search
ch by
county for even the most obscure stream and then displays that stream on topographic, road,
and satellite maps. Touching the map gives you turn-by-turn driving directions, and when
en you
arrive, the map tracks your progress like a handheld GPS, working even without phone service.
ervice.
You can save waypoints, then easily get back to them with a built-in waypoint compass, and
nd the
app also includes real-time stream gauge flow data from the United States Geological Survey.
Stream Map USA is currently available for iPhone and iPad in five regional editions covering
ering 33
states. Each edition costs $8.99 in the App Store. In coming months, more editions and Android
ndroid versions of Stream Map USA will also be available. For more information, visit www.StreamMapUSA.com.
MapUSA.com.

Diamondback Flex Fly Rods
A rising trout a foot off the far bank, a striper blitz dead ahead, a tailing bonefish coming right into play: Diamondback Flex
rods were designed for such situations. These four-piece, medium-fast-action rods produce smooth, effortless casts and deliver
maximum performance when battling a determined fish, overcoming windswept casting conditions, and surviving unexpected
punishment from endless fishing trips. Each rod in the series is designed to meet specific angling challenges while utilizing
Diamondback’s Diverse Modulus Design, a combination of a variety of pre-impregnated composite fibers to finely tune and
balance the rod. The rods are fitted with small-diameter hard-chrome-plated stainless steel snake guides and Hialoy-insert
stripping guides; distinct diamond-cut aluminum reel seats and Diamondback-branded high-quality cork grips finish the
package. All Flex rods come in a heavy-duty Diamondback embroidered cloth bag and a Cordura rod tube. The series includes
six freshwater models ($275) and five saltwater
models ($295). For more information, go to
www.diamondbackfishingrods.com.

Patagonia Men’s Gunnison Gorge Wading Pants
When summer heat and icy trout streams come together, imagine fishing all day in your favorite khakis—
only without the soggy feet and goose bumps. That’s the concept behind Patagonia’s new Gunnison Gorge
Wading Pants ($299, www.patagonia.com), which provide maximum comfort in hot-weather/cold-water
conditions. Built with proprietary four-layer, H2No® Performance Standard, polyester microfiber fabric
with a waterproof/breathable barrier and a NanoSphere® DWR (durable water repellent) finish, Gunnisons keep you dry and comfy from the waist down. Out of the water, they look and feel like regular
pants, with an elastic-back waistband, self-fabric belt loops, and a stretch wading belt with a quick-release
DuraFlex® Stealth-V buckle for an adjustable fit. Single-seam construction provides extra durability and
freedom of movement. Anatomically curved knees and a modified Y-joint crotch increase flexibility, while
specifically designed right and left neoprene booties keep feet warm and cushioned. Exterior reinforcement
tape on the high-wear areas reduces abrasion for extreme durability. And because you’re always just one
step away from an unintended swim, the internal, waterproof thermoplastic polyurethane-welded utility
pocket protects your camera, phone, or alarm remote. A field repair kit is included.

Chicone‘s Barred Crusher Legs
Creative fly tier Drew Chicone has partnered with Hareline Dubbin’ to design and produce new
barred silicone legs called Chicone’s Barred Crusher Legs. The barring pattern in these translucent legs
is created using a UV-reactive dye that makes them come alive underwater. They are available in four
colors and three sizes (micro, regular, and wide). The fluorescent pink and fluorescent orange are great
for low-light conditions, while the olive and brown are perfect for flies intended for aquatic-grass or
mangrove environments. An upgrade for any saltwater or warmwater pattern, Chicone‘s Barred Crusher
Legs are available at your local Hareline Dubbin’ dealer.
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